
Model - Shared Use Agreement for Parking Facilities 

This Shared Use Agreement for Parking Facilities, entered into this ____ day of 
__________, ______, between _______________, hereinafter called lessor and 
_________________, hereinafter called lessee.  In consideration of the covenants 
herein, lessor agrees to share with lessee certain parking facilities, as is situated in the 
City of ______________, County of ________________ and State of ____________, 
hereinafter called the facilities, described as: [Include legal description of location and 
spaces to be shared here, and as shown on attachment 1.] 

The facilities shall be shared commencing with the ____ day of __________, ______, 
and ending at 11:59 PM on the ____ day of __________, ______, for [insert negotiated 
compensation figures, as appropriate]. [The lessee agrees to pay at [insert payment 
address] to lessor by the _____ day of each month [or other payment arrangements].] 
Lessor hereby represents that it holds legal title to the facilities 

The  parties  agree: 

1.  USE OF FACILITIES 
This section should describe the nature of the shared use (exclusive, joint sections, 
time(s) and day(s) of week of usage.
-SAMPLE CLAUSE-[Lessee shall have exclusive use of the facilities.  The use shall 
only be between the hours of 5:30 PM Friday through 5:30 AM Monday and between 
the hours of 5:30 PM and 5:30 AM Monday through Thursday.] 

2. MAINTENANCE 
This section should describe responsibility for aspects of maintenance of the facilities.
This could include cleaning, striping, seal coating, asphalt repair and more.
-SAMPLE CLAUSE-[Lessor shall provide, as reasonably necessary asphalt repair 
work.  Lessee and Lessor agree to share striping, seal coating and lot sweeping at a 
50%/50% split based upon mutually accepted maintenance contracts with outside 
vendors.  Lessor shall maintain lot and landscaping at or above the current condition, at 
no additional cost to the lessee.] 

3.  UTILITIES and TAXES 
This section should describe responsibility for utilities and taxes.  This could include 
electrical, water, sewage, and more.
-SAMPLE CLAUSE-[Lessor shall pay all taxes and utilities associated with the facilities, 
including maintenance of existing facility lighting as directed by standard safety 
practices.]

4. SIGNAGE 
This section should describe signage allowances and restrictions. 
-SAMPLE CLAUSE- 
[Lessee may provide signage, meeting with the written approval of lessor, designating 
usage allowances.] 



5. ENFORCEMENT 
This section should describe any facility usage enforcement methods. 
-SAMPLE CLAUSE-[Lessee may provide a surveillance officer(s) for parking safety and 
usage only for the period of its exclusive use.  Lessee and lessor reserve the right to 
tow, at owners expense, vehicles improperly parked or abandoned.  All towing shall be 
with the 
approval of the lessor.]

6. COOPERATION 
This section should describe communication relationship. 
-SAMPLE CLAUSE-[Lessor and lessee agree to cooperate to the best of their abilities 
to mutually use the facilities without disrupting the other party. The parties agree to 
meet on occasion to work out any problems that may arise to the shared use.] 

7. INSURANCE 
This section should describe insurance requirements for the facilities. 
-SAMPLE CLAUSE-[At their own expense, lessor and lessee agree to maintain liability 
insurance for the facilities as is standard for their own business usage.] 

8. INDEMNIFICATION 
This section should describe indemnification as applicable and negotiated.  This is a 
very technical section and legal counsel should be consulted for appropriate language 
to each and every agreement. 
-NO SAMPLE CLAUSE PROVIDED- 

9. TERMINATION 
This section should describe how to or if this agreement can be terminated and post 
termination responsibilities. 
-SAMPLE CLAUSE-[If lessor transfers ownership, or if part of all of the facilities are 
condemned, or access to the facilities is changed or limited, lessee may, in its sole 
discretion terminate this agreement without further liability by giving Lessor not less than 
60 days prior written notice. Upon termination of this agreement, Lessee agrees to 
remove all signage and repair damage due to excessive use or abuse.  Lessor agrees 
to give lessee the right of first refusal on subsequent renewal of this agreement.] 

10.  SUPPLEMENTAL COVENANTS 
This section should contain any additional covenants, rights, responsibilities and/or 
agreements.
-NO SAMPLE CLAUSE PROVIDED- 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the Effective 
Date Set forth at the outset hereof. 

[Signature and notarization as appropriate to a legal document and as appropriate to 
recording process negotiated between parties.] 


